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Abstract:   
Soil and Water Assessment Tool (SWAT) is often regarded as one of the most widely used 
hydrological models and is used to study the interactions between land, surface and 
groundwater systems, and to predict and manage water quantity and quality. In the past, in-
stream solute transport module of SWAT has been minimally revised, even though 
inadequate in-stream process representation has been acknowledged as one of the reasons 
for relatively weaker water quality predictions. In this study, we developed an enhanced 
process-based stream water quality model by merging two existing and popular water 
quality models-OTIS and QUAL2E. The developed model has an improved user interface 
and performed reasonably well when tested for nutrient uptake predictions for both 
experimental and literature data. A regression-based approach was also used to derive 
simple equations for certain model parameters to avoid the need for extensive calibration. 
The algorithms from this new model was in turn incorporated into SWAT to obtain the 
modified SWAT model (Mir-SWAT) and subsequently evaluated for a study catchment in 
Germany. Compared to existing SWAT model, Mir-SWAT yielded better dissolved oxygen 
and phosphate predictions. On a monthly scale, Mir-SWAT performed better than SWAT 
model in terms of Chlorophyll-a content particularly during winter months.  
 
Application:   
The newly developed water quality model with improved user interface and modeling options 
is expected to improve our understanding of nutrient dynamics in the stream and make it 
universally applicable even in data-scarce conditions. With the model improvements in 
SWAT, we aim to increase confidence in the in-stream component of the model and to 
extend its applicability for reach-scale analysis and management. 
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